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How to Comb a Lamb
BEFORE YOU READ: 
(All SnapWords® resources are available at child1st.com) 

SOUND SPELLINGS: Sounds /M/ spelled MB. Words: COMB, LAMB, THUMB, NUMB, 
PLUMBER. 

SIGHT WORDS: D Words: BEEN, ONLY. G Words: AGAINST, ALMOST. 
AGAINST has a Short E sound spelled AI in AGAINST. “Said, again, against” all go together 
because their AI sounds like Short E. BEEN is a unique word that has an EE spelling that 
sounds like Short I. It belongs in a column all its own! ALMOST goes with “host, most, 
post, ghost.”

PREVIEW: Scan the storyline together to locate SnapWords® and target sound spellings.

READ:
Please follow reading tips as outlined in Book 1 in this section.

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. Before the man in the story became a herder, what did he do for work?
2. What did the man raise on his farm? Why did he like them?
3. In the autumn, what did the man notice about his lambs?
4. What did the man decide to do? What was the problem he had?
5. How did the man solve his problem?

1. He was a plumber. 2. Lambs. They made wool and were soft and cute. 3. They were 
dirty and had sticks in their wool. 4. He decided to comb them. They bumped him and 
didn’t cooperate. 5. He gave them milk so they would quiet down.
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I got a big comb and went to find my 
lambs. When the lambs saw the comb, 
they ran away. I ran fast to try and grab a 
lamb. 

This autumn, my lambs have been 
playing hard almost every day. They 
have a lot of dirt and sticks in their 
wool. “I will comb my lambs’ wool,” I 
said to myself.


